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0. Introduction . The purpose of this paper is to

present the phonemes of Cayapa, i both segmental and supra-

segmental.

1 The Cayapa Indians live mainly on the Cayapas River and

its tributaries in northwestern Ecuador, about fifty miles north of

the equator.

Data in this paper were principally gathered from Santiago

Ahapa who lives just below the confluence of the San Miguel and the

Cayapas rivers. Most of the data were gathered by Lindskoog on

field trips from 1955 to 1961? the presentation is by Brend. We are

indebted to earlier unpublished work of Bruce Moore and Catherine

Peeke, and to theoretical discussions with Kenneth L. Pike.
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PHONEMIC STATEMENTS

The segmental phonemes may be charted as follows

:

Consonants



CAYAPA PHONEMICS

The voiceless bilabial stop contrasts with the voiceless

bilabial fricative?

/p, f/: pfhu 'to lose', ffnu 'to eat'; kuuperu 'beetle',

kufeyu 'porpoise'.

The glottal stop contrasts with the glottal fricative:

/?, h/: ?finu 'to grind', hfhu 'to go'? ma?finu 'to

grind again', mahfhu 'to go again' ; ku? 'gave', yuh 'shame'.

The series of voiceless affricates contrasts with the

series of voiceless fricatives at the following points of ar-

ticulation:

Alveolar /c, s/: caa 'thus', sa 'bitter'? cana 'it is

so', sana 'raw'? paca? 'hundred', paasa 'a kind of skin

irritation' j mansu 'tame', manca 'some'.

Alveopalatal /c, s/: cuwa 'string', suwa 'rain'; kaca

'vomit', pasa 'to the side' ; kfci 'to do', kfsi 'yesterday'.

The series of voiced nasal continuants contrasts with

the series of voiced stops at the following points of articu-

lation:

Bilabial /m, b/r mfsu 'head', bfsu 'shrimp'; kumi

'gave', kubi 'load basket'.

Alveolar /n, d/i nanu 'to the child', daanu 'to cut

off'; panu 'to speak', pade 'speakl'.

Alveopalatal /n, dy/j nami 'conga ant', dYami 'it

calmed'; mfnu 'road', mfdyu 'five-cent coin'.

Velar /g, g/t ?alai){yaya 'swallow', Niagara 'scor-

pion' . The phoneme /g/ is a recent addition to the phoneme

inventory of Cayapa. Previously, [g] was a postvocalic

variant of /n/> since the distribution of /g/, apart from the

fast-speech forms discussed below, is in syllable -final posi-

tion only, while /n/ occurs only syllable-initial. Now, how-

ever, various words which in slow form contain the phonetic
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PHONEMIC STATEMENTS
sequence [ggl are in fast form pronounced with [gl alone. 2

In fast speech, therefore, [rjl is restructured as /i)/, since

it now is found in contrast with /&/ and /n/ intervocalically.

No other significant variation has been noted when comparing

fast and slow forms of the same utterance. Slow form of

/?alagfyaya/ is /^alarjgfyaya/. See below for contrasts of

/n/, /&/, and /g/.

The alveolar lateral and the vibrant contrast with each

other and also with the alveolar nasal /n, 1, r/t nanu fto

the child 1

, lanu 'to come up 1

, rami 'on the ten-cent coin'?

nana 'balsa wood 1

, hala 'hornet 1

, Sahara 'angry'? mulu

'beans', huru 'hole'*

The voiced bilabial semivowel contrasts with the voiced

bilabial stop /w, b/i waasa 'scratched', baasa 'far away'?

wi 'beads', bisu 'shrimp'? pawaanu 'to cause to speak',

pababa 'black'*

The palatal semivowel contrasts with the voiced alveo-

palatal stop, the alveopalatal nasal, and the alveopalatal

lateral /y, dy, n, VT/t yanu 'him', ya 'he', dYanu 'to be-
come quiet', naa 'you', lYapi 'ladder'? kaya 'brother',

adYu 'heavy', paiia 'grandchild', dy^a 'stretch of river'*

Alveolar consonants contrast with alveopalatal conso-

nants (except before /i/ where the contrast is neutralized)

as follows!

Voiceless stops /t, ty/r tu 'earth', tyu 'chili pepper'?

hftu 'having gone', hftyu 'doesn't go'.

Voiced stops /d, dY/t dala 'cut off, dyala 'they became
quiet'? hfndu 'going', hfndyu 'not going'.

Affricates /c, c/t cunu 'to lie down', cunu 'to sit

2
This was consistent in the speech of informant S. Anapa*

Lindskoog reports, however, that in some idiolects the [gg] is

retained in fast speech also.
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down 1

? macunu 'to lie down again', macunu f to sit down

again 1

Fricatives /s, §/• sa 'sour 1

, sa 'deep'? kasnu 'to

sleep', kasnu 'to sweep'.

Nasals /n, n/t na 'child', iiaa 'you'? hfnu 'to go',

hfnu 'having gone'.

Laterals /l, V/i l\x 'hot', lYu 'ripe'? malu 'day',

maiyu 'grub worm'

The alveopalatal stops contrast with the velar stops t

Voiceless /U, k/j tYanu 'to desire to do (something)',

kanu 'to get'? mftya 'on behalf of, mfka 'enough'.

Voiced /dy, g/t dyanu 'to become quiet', ganaggfnu

'to earn'* hfdya? 'let's gol', haragar) 'lazy'.

The nasal continuants contrast at each of their four

points of articulation /m, n, n, rj/* mana 'deer', nana

'balsa wood', &aa 'you 1
? mama 'mother', mana 'deer',

pana 'grandchild', magapuka 'one eye'*

1.2 # Consonant variants * Relevant variants of conso-

nant phonemes are described in this section, along with dis-

tributional restrictions of the variants which are pertinent

to the determination of the phonemic status of certain conso-

nants.

Stops* /b, d, dy/ The voiced bilabial, alveolar, and

alveopalatal stops have rare free variants in utterance ini-

tial position with late velic closure? that is, initial variants

may optionally have a lenis nasal attack* /bfsu/ fbfsu,

mbfsul 'shrimp'? /daanu/ [daanu, ndaanu] ,to cut °^ 9

/dyaiya/ [dyaiya, ndy£iya] 'stretch of river'.

/k/ The voiceless velar stop is normally unaspirated.

Word initially it has a slightly aspirated free variant* /kfnu/

[kfnu, khfnu] 'to do', /kasa/ [kasa, khasal 'new'.

/g/ The voiced velar stop has a voiced fricative variant

which fluctuates freely with the stop norm word initial and
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intervocalic: /gura/ [gura, gura] 'cap' (Spanish gorra),

/Niagara/ halagara, ?alagara] 'scorpion' (Spanish

alacran). In Spanish loans monolingual Cayapa speakers

tend to introduce a nasal phoneme preceding a medial voiced

velar stop, or to replace the voiced velar stop with the voice-

less velar stop, as in* /negru^nerjgru^nekru/ 'black'

(Spanish negro)

.

/V The glottal stop3 tends to be lenis syllable initial

and more fortis syllable final /?/ : /?finu/ [?finu] 'to grind',

/yaV [yaf>l 'his'.

Fricative: /f/ The voiceless labial fricative is normal-

ly bilabial [p] but has a labiodental allophone which fluctuates

freely with the norm in any position: /finu/ [pfnu, ffnu] 'to

eat', /mafaanu/ [mapaanu, mafaanu] 'to come out again'.

Nasal: /$/ The velar nasal varies freely from short to

half-long before consonants within phonological words ; it

varies from half-long to long before secondary (i.e. plus)

juncture: /neggru/ [neggru, neij^gru] 'black', /mag+gfika/

[marrgfika, marj:gfika] 'five papers'. (Note: This prejunc-

tural variant is limited to a few morphemes in which the

vowel of a second syllable has been lost and the resulting

proclitic -final nasal is compensatorily lengthened, as a

contrastive feature of the developed juncture phoneme.)4

8
Stem-initial glottal stop may optionally be absent, either

when occurring word initial, or when occurring after a proclitic:

/?{inu~finu/ 'to grind', /ma+?finu~ma+finu/ 'to grind again',

/9uni~ uni/ 'governor ' , /ffba+?uni~ ffba+uni/ 'white governor ' •

4An alternate analysis would postulate no juncture, but treat

[CVnt] as /CWfl/, with the historical interpretation indicating

methathesis of final vowel of CV(C)CV with the preceding C or CC.
[*CV(C)CV > CW(C)Cl. This was then followed by the mora
length of the second vowel being actualized as phonetic length of

the consonant. Note for dependent [magi] 'five' the independent

form /manda/.
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A further variant of the velar nasal, utterance final or be-

tween second vowel of a cluster and utterance-final glottal

stop, actualizes as the nasalization of the preceding vowel

or vowels: /^apair)?/ [?apaii)?, ?apai?] 'hurry 1
.

1
.

Semivowel: /w/ The voiced rounded bilabial semivowel

has flat fricative variants, bilabial and labiodental, occur-

ring freely before front vowels, with the flat variety occur-

ring more frequently: /wfnu/ [wfnu, bfnu, vfnu] ! to enter 1

,

/sawe/ [sawe, sabe, save] 4t is bitter 1

, (but only /wanu/

[wanu] 4o cut 1 and /suwa/ [suwa] 'rain 1

).

1.3. Distribution of consonants . The most frequent

types of syllables in this dialect are CVV(C) and CV(C).

Occasionally, V syllables, however, occur when the initial

glottal stop, which optionally occurs on phonological words

beginning (otherwise) with vowels, is not present. Any con-

sonant may fill the first C slot of syllables, while syllables

may be closed by /n, g, ?, h, s, s/ only. /§/ has not been

noted at the end of phonological words.

Within phonological words one phonological limit on

consonant clusters is that imposed by the possible combina-

tions of syllable-final consonant, plus syllable-initial con-

sonant. Clusters of two consonants only occur.

One further major restriction on the clustering of con-

sonants occurs across certain grammatical boundaries, 5

mainly across two elements in tightly-bound compound stems

(e.g. noun root plus noun root). Across such boundaries,

when the second item begins with a voiceless stop, this stop

is replaced by its voiced counterpart, and a homorganic

nasal is added to the first item. Thus the cluster nasal plus

voiceless stop does not occur across such boundaries. (When

5 For use of grammar in determination of distribution of pho-

nemes see Kenneth L. Pike (1955).
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the second item begins with a voiceless affricate, however,

the homorganic nasal occurs, and the affricate remains voice-

less! e.g. /kule/ plus /-ci/ becomes /kulenci/ 'by canoe 1

.)

Furthermore, the bound form of the numeral 'one 1 acts simi-

larly to the first element of such a compound: e.g. /ma-/

plus /pf§u/ becomes /mambfsu/ 'one corn 1

? /ma-/ plus

/puka/ becomes /mambuka/ 'one pill 1
•

2. Vowels .

2.1. Vowel contrasts . The four vowel phonemes con-

trast as to height and as to front and back positions /i, e,

u, a/ 1 pf 'water 1

, pe 'fecal matter', pu 'thorn', paa

'twenty-cent coin'; pfnu 'to lose', penu 'to die', punu 'to

put', panu 'to speak'.

2.2. Vowel variants ?

High back: /u/ The high back vowel has free variants

[u] and [o] with the norm being between these two positions:

/tu/ [tu, tu*, to] 'earth', /meetu/ [meetu, meetu", meeto]

•having heard'

.

Low front* /e/ The low front vowel varies in phonetic

quality from [e] to [e"] with the norm being [e]s /penu/

[penu, penu] 'to die', /kenu/ [kenu, kenu] 'to do'. The

variant [e*] occurs most frequently before [m]: /?embu/

[?e*mbu] •thigh', /beembusu/ [be*e"mbusu] 'back'*

2.3. Distribution of vowels . Like clusters of all four

vowel phonemes have been found within the syllable. These

occur with great frequency. Diverse clusters /ai/, /ui/

and /ei/ also occur within the syllable. Each of these clus-

ters has stress on the first vowel of the cluster.

On the basis of the above it was at first felt that vowel

clusters should be interpreted as one unit. However, very

rare instances of other clusters have been found as in bereu
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•elf1
, mfami 'I have 1

, sfaya 'gnat 1

, and kufeu 'porpoise1

(Spanish bufeo). Because of these, and because of the mor-
phological clusters cited below, all vowel clusters, whether

like or diverse, are interpreted as VV.

Vowel clusters across morpheme boundaries discussed

above in 1.3. occur only when initial glottal stop of the item

following the boundary is optionally absent* Here many new

diverse clusters are added to the inventory such as /au/ as

in /flba+uni/ 'white governor 1 (the customary variant being

/fft>a+?uni/).

As noted above, clusters within the syllable with /i/ as

second member, carry stress on the first vowel only. Across

these morpheme boundaries, however, such clusters carry

a stress on the second member, since it occurs on the begin-

ning syllable of a stem (see stress rules below, in 3., e»g.

/ma+finu/ Ho regrind1
).

3. Stress , Stress is phonemically contrastive in

Cayapa, as in hfdya? 'let's got 1
, hfde? 'gol», hfdyi? 'gol

(polite) 1
, kfdya? 'let's make!'* Stress is so nearly pre-

dictable, however, (see following rules) that contrastive

pairs are very hard to find and in our corpus pairs of the

type just cited are the only ones available.

Within the phonological word the following statements

may be made concerning the placement of stress: (1) The

first syllable is always stressed, e.g. pababa 'black'; (2)

All heavy syllables (defined as CVC, CW(C)--but not CV?)

are stressed, e.g. ^flyapag 'shotgun 1

? (3) All nonfinal

syllables not included in rules (1) and (2) or in the morpho-

logical observations below may be optionally stressed, e.g.

kabucuwa, kabucuwa 'rope 1
.

Morphologically, some stresses are predictable in that

stress always occurs on the first syllable of a stem, as in

/mam+bfpenu/ 'to bathe again' (pfpenu 'to bathe'). Some
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suffixes carry lexical stress, while others do not (e.g. -dYa?

'hortatory 1

, -tu 'having 1

).

4. High-level phonological units . In this section units

higher than the syllable are discussed. 6

4.1. Phonological words .
7 Within the phonological

word there is usually a gradual step-down or gradual gliding

fall in pitch, with the step to final syllable being greater than

those between preceding syllables. (Often there are minor

subrises within phonological words, indicating secondary

juncture—for which see 4.1.1 below.) This is the predomi-

nant pattern when only the initial syllable is stressed. If

the first two syllables are stressed the pitch remains at

approximately the same height over both syllables and then

gradually lowers . Within the phonological word there is

also a gradual decrease in intensity of stressed syllables

(except that a stressed syllable following secondary juncture

may be slightly more intense than a preceding one). The

syllable with highest pitch and/or intensity marks the nucleus

of the phonological word. Consonants in nuclear syllables

are often lengthened.

Word-final vowels are often lengthened, while vowels

before final glottal stop are shortened. Word-final glottal

stop is usually short, and of medium intensity, but more for-

tis than the word-initial variety.

6 All remarks in this section are tentative. Analysis of high-

level phonological units is based on limited data and on the speech

of one informant. Analysis is not intended to be definitive but

rather only to point the direction analysis is expected to go.

7
It is possible that an intermediate unit between the syllable

and the phonological word (i.e. a phonological "foot") should be

postulated. At the moment, however, data are not sufficient to

distinguish these two units from each other.
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4 . 1 . 1 . Secondary or plus juncture . One phenomenon

marking secondary juncture has been discussed above in

1.2. —that is, the occurrence of a lengthened allophone of

the velar nasal. There is also evidence that all consonants

may be somewhat lengthened before plus juncture (e.g.

/kas+pele/ [kas»pele] 'before 1

).

Secondary juncture may also be indicated by a slight

step-up of pitch and an increase of intensity on the following

syllable, if both the preceding and following syllables are

stressed.

4.1.2. Primary or space juncture . The boundary

between phonological words within a sentence is not always

clearly marked. There sometimes occurs, however, an op-

tional but brief pause (which we will call primary juncture)

at the end of the phonological word, which will usually be

lengthened if the word occurs at the end of a phonological

sentence or paragraph (see below).

4.2. Phonological sentences . The phonological sen-

tence is composed of one or more phonological words. When
it is complex, the pauses between the included phonological

words are considerably shortened or are absent and each

word is still accompanied by its own pitch envelope. There

is also a superimposed pitch envelope over the entire sen-

tence with the pitch of the first word in the sentence begin-

ning higher than that of any word following it? the pitch then

usually falls gradually over the entire sentence. One other

pitch pattern within phonological sentences has also been

noted—namely a rising or level sustained pitch at the end of

the sentence. This occurs rarely in both narration and con-

versation and apparently is some kind of special emotional

intonation pattern.

Generally, though not always, sentences are marked by
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intake of breath at the beginning and by exhaled breath at

the end. This causes the pauses between sentences to be

longer than those between words. Word-final glottal stop,

when occurring at the end of phonological sentences, is for-

tis and lengthened, and the preceding vowel is often laryn-

gealized. Besides a distribution paralleling that of the other

consonants, glottal stop has a further distribution at the end

of phonological sentences that otherwise would end with a

vowel, as an optional determinate border marker

4»3. Phonological paragraphs » The phonological para-

graph consists of one or more phonological sentences and is

marked mainly by a prolonged pause at the end, and also by
a considerable step-up in pitch and intensity at the beginning

of the paragraph . Exhalation and intake of breath also mark
the boundary between paragraphs and the pitch envelope

drops gradually from very high to very low over the entire

paragraph*

5. Sample text* The text sample given below is written

with the following phonetic symbols for suprasegmental fea-

tures: / = phonological word boundary,- t= intake of

breathj ^ = outgoing breath? # = long pause? ' = normal

stress? ' = heavy stress? + = secondary juncture? ??? =

laryngealization? —1_ - pitch? V = extra-short vowel?
• = length. ]

kas'+'pej IS???/ t sag+fause^sa???/ sag+Tiuse+ lpele[nu/

before San Jose San Jose downstream
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S

sfina+ apa+behkuj nu???/ ' kampamentu?/ merikluiu )]£???#

Shima father house across camp American

petruiyu+mfrkes/ nehtu # ?emeku?*/ kayapasa+

oil looking-for went here Cayapa at

d|ene?»/ lanca ci+dene?*/ lanca|ci-t-neV kas»+pel[ela/

went boat with went boat with before

lanSijci+neh # na«+mai)|pura?*/ ku |le +mf+ Odium +g{ | nu+

1

boat with go neither bananas canoe try go went

bafc* +uwahl detu??/ yuh\/ bafpu|nuge?*/

also good weren't much turn ever tended

pfsunfdaii+ 1 lareke ? * / bafpulnuqe+kedeke^+huntsa

waves same caused come out same turned over do those

Some time ago, a little way downstream from San Jose

across from Shima apa's house the Americans (built) a camp*

(They) having gone about looking for oil? here at the Cayapas
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River (they) went about much with boat (repeated) before

that time with a boat having gone about* But banana canoes

couldn't even attempt to goj also they were not good as they

tended to turn over a lot. They made the waves come, and

tended many times to turn over.
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